ABSTRACT
Introduction
Modeling of flexible structures has been a major concern in control applications during the last thirty years due to the tendency of developping larger and lighter structures [1] . Large size and reduced mass imply lower natural frequencies which are typically closely spaced [2] . This can be problematic since natural frequencies may interfeer with controller's bandwidth, affecting the whole dynamical behavior of the system. Simple and accurate models for large flexible structures which predict such characteristics are indispensable to design, optimize and control engineering systems.
A strategy for modeling large flexible structures is considering them as a Flexible Multibody System (FMS), a group of interconected rigid and deformable components, each of which undergoing translational and rotational motions [1] . Then, Flexible Multibody Dynamics (FMD) are used for analyzing the dynamic response of FMS due to external conditions. FMD has a significant importance for the design, optimization and control of many practical systems such as space vehicles [3, 4] 
Introduction to Component Modes Synthesis
When a finite element (FE) modeling technique is applied to a given substructure, equations of motion , written in terms of generalized coordinates, have the following matrix form:
It is generally assumed that the existence of damping does not cause coupling of the undamped natural modes of vibration [23, 38] . Therefore, the following undamped equation can be used in order to determine the substructure's natural modes:
The aim is to obtain suitable models for control theory application from Eqn. (2) . This implies a formulation of the equations of motion which allows to establish the correct relation between applied forces and accelerations to the substructure under study in a linearized manner. In this work the re-formulation of the equations of motion is accomplished through component-mode transformation [23, 22, 25] . This method allows to separate substructure displacement sources into three categories: rigid-body displacements, redundant boundary displacements and natural vibration displacements.
As it can be seen in Fig. 1 , the most general type of substructure presents three displacement categories [23, 22] : rigid displacements ( Fig. 1-a) , redundant boundary displacements ( Fig. 1-b ) and natural vibration displacements ( Fig. 1-c) . If the substructure is not constrained, six independent rigid-body displacements modes exist, corresponding to three translations and three rotations with respect to a set of fixed orthogonal coordinate axes (the set R = {r i }). The modes produced in this way are called rigid-body modes. Fewer than six rigid modes may exist if the substructure is partially or totally constrained. The constraint system is statically indeterminate with the redundant constraints (denoted by the set C = {c i } ). These constraints are the cause of the attachment to other substructures of the system, and they produce the called constraint modes. Finally, the displacements of other points of the structure relative to the constraints are given by a set of independent modes in which all constraints are fixed, called fixed-constraint natural modes of vibration of the structure (set I = {i i }). Therefore, an arbitrary displacement of the constraints can be divided into rigid-body, constrained and fixedconstraint displacements. Generally speaking, the displacement of any point P(x, y, z) is given by the the superposition of these three displacements:ū (x, y, z) =ū R (x, y, z) +ū C (x, y, z) +ū N (x, y, z)
When the equations of motion are obtained with FE analysis, the substructure is discretized so that the displacements are defined at only a set of points. In this case the displacement at each point can be written as a component of a column vector, and Eqn. (3) becomes:
The number of coordinates in these sets are N r for rigid-body modes, N c for redundant constraint modes and N n for natural vibration modes, respectively, with N = N r + N c + N n . In component-mode synthesis, each of these displacements is expressed as a superposition of discretized mode functions in the form of modal matrices φ and a set of generalized coordinates η. Thus, the termφ i j represents the displacement at point i in the jth mode. Consequently the three types of displacements take the following matrix form:
Substituting Eqn. (5) into Eqn. (4) the total displacement may be written as
where the complete transformation matrix reads as follows:
The computation of submatrices in Eqn. (7) is explained in Appendix A. As a consequence of classifying the modes in three categories, namely, rigid-body modes, constraint modes, and normal modes, the Eqn. (2) can be partitioned as follows:
where M , K , u and F are the substructure's mass matrix, stiffness matrix, displacement vector and vector of externally applied forces, respectively. The "tilde" load term denotes the force resulting from the connection to adjacent structures at the boundary points [22] . The following partitioned form of Eqn. (1) is useful in the derivation of component modes:
Applying the modal transformation given in Eqn. (56) in Appendix A and pre-multiplying by φ T , and considering that neither interior forces nor external forces apply (F n = F c = F r = 0) Eqn. (8) yields:
Equation (9) is the partitioned transformed form of the equations of motion. It should be noted that for the transformed stiffness matrix several submatrices are null matrices. The submatrix K rr is null since the work done by a self-equilibrating force system on a rigid-body displacement is zero [23] . The same occurs to the submatrix K cn since the work done by the constraint forces on a normal mode displacement is zero because in normal mode the constraints are fixed. In the same way, submatrix K cr is a null matrix.
In consequence of the foregoing results, the partitioned transformed equation of motion takes on a simpler form:
Equation (10) presents then submatrices which are more attractive for modeling purposes. Physical interpretations can be extrated from several submatrices. The square submatrix K nn is a diagonal matrix containing the fixed-constraint natural vibration modes, and related with M nn by the relationship of Eqn. (57) in Appendix A. The square submatrix K cc is the stiffness matrix associated with the redundant constraints, and its order is equal to the number of redundant constraints. The square matrix M rr is the rigid body matrix; i.e, the mass matrix if the substructure is considered as rigid. It contains Fig. 2 : Substruture A linked to structure P the whole mass of the system, gravity center position and rotatory inertia with respect to the rigid body boundaries. The submatrices M rn and M rc are the modal participation matrices of the natural modes and constraint boundaries on the rigid-body motion ; i.e, how the natural modes and constraint boundaries affect the rigid dynamics.
If damping is taken into account, the damping matrix D may be partitioned in the same way as the mass and stiffness matrices:
In general, all of the submatrices are not null as in the case of the mass matrix. However, if all damping forces are internal, then rigid body motions are not damped and in this case the third row and the third column of Eqn. (11) are null matrices [23] . In this case, Eqn. (10) is written with viscous damping as:
Implementation of CMS for flexible structures linear modeling
The properties of the partitioned equations of motion in Eqn. (12) obtained in Section 2 can be used for simple, accurate and intuitive modeling of FMS. The advantages of this transformation are maximized when they are applied to one connection point or two connection points. More connection points are possible to model as well, but in the control domain this is not really advantageous. Beyond that, connection complexity obliges to manipulate the FE model itself and the problem becomes rather a structural problem than a control modeling problem.
Therefore, two uses of CMS equations are studied in this section. Firstly, the case of one connection point is explained. Secondly, the case of two connection points is addressed. Next, the modeling case of a revolute joint is described. Finally, the assembly technique with both models is explained, and some guidelines for parametrization with TITOP and superelement techniques are described.
One connection point
In this section modeling of a flexible substructure connected with another structure through one connection point is explained. As shown in Fig. 2 , a flexible body (substructure) A linked to the parent structure P at the point P. It is assumed that the only external loads applied to A are the interactions with P at point P.
The problem is thus how to consider the coupling between P and A. As explained in the review, several authors opted for overlapping stiffness and mass matrices at a matrix level (Young [27] , Su [29] and [30] ) or transfering boundary conditions with the transfer matrix method (Rong [8] and Mucino [10] ). However, other approaches (Alazard [31, 33] , Guy [4] and Perez [34] ) took advantage of other particular transformations (cantilevered appendage and Craig-Bampton decomposition) and expressed the coupling as a transfer between loads and accelerations through the connection points; i.e, the overlapping between substructures is expressed as an acceleration-load transfer through the common boundaries. In this study, a further generalization is presented for the CMS method.
Therefore, the coupling transfer between P and A is expressed as an acceleration-load transfer through the connection point P. The advantage of Eqn. (12) is that it offers a straightforward means of casting the FE Model of substructure A in the state-space representation using as inputs/outputs accelerations and loads through the boundaries. This is possible thanks to the decoupling of the stiffness matrix when performing CMS transformation. In the case of one connection point, there are no redundant constraint displacements besides the rigid-body displacements. This implies that the rigid body displacements (translations and rotations) are directly associated with point P, which constraints the substructure A to be always fixed to P , sharing the rigid-body motions of the ensemble. As there are not redundant constraint displacements, second row and second column of Eqn. (12) can be removed leading to:
The coupling is established as an exchange acceleration-load through the connection point:
where F A/P ,P is the load transmitted to the structure P by the appendage A, G A P (s) is the linear model of the appendage A when connected at point P, and ü P the acceleration of the displacements at point P. In the 3D case, where 6 degrees of freedom are needed to describe rigid body motion, G A P (s) is a 6 × 6 transfer matrix (i.e r = 6). It is trivial that the loads experienced by A due to adjacent connections,F r , are in the opposite direction of the loads experienced by P , F A/P,P .
Indentifying terms with Eqn. (13):
In the case of one connection point, normalized rigid-body accelerations are equal to the acceleration at point P. The matrix L P is the modal participation matrix of natural modes at point P; i.e, it expresses how the motion of P is affected by the natural modes of vibration and viceversa. The square matrix J A P is the direct dynamic model, at point P, of the substructure A assumed rigid [33] takes the following form for r = 6:
where τ AP is the kinematic model between the mass center of substructure A, A, and the connection point P, written as:
with ( * AP) being the skew-symmetric matrix associated to the vectorĀP. Considering that the natural vibration modes are normalized with respect to the mass matrix, the submatrix M nn becomes the identity matrix, K nn is a diagonal matrix containing the natural modes (fixed-constraint natural modes, ω 2 n ) and D nn a diagonal matrix expressed with a damping ratio ξ n . Consequently, the linear model of the appendage G A P (s) reads: 
The physics lying on Eqn. (18) can be interpreted from the control domain point of view. The rigid-body displacements of the appendage A are transmitted by its connection point P through the whole of the appendage, and this excites the fixed-boundary natural modes (the modes obtained when clamping the appendage at point P) through the modal participation matrix L P . This natural modes produce a load transmitted to substructure P modifying the load that appendage A will induce to P , which is the residual mass of the appendage J A P 0 times the acceleration at point P. This can be seen schematically as the rigid-body displacement of appendage A perturbed with a feedback of its own natural vibration modes (see Figure 3 ).
The model in Eqn. (18) is commonly used in space engineering to connect a flexible appendage to a rigid body considered as the main hub [31] . However, the model does not take into account what happens if substructure A is connected to another substructure at the opposite end, since there is no information about its displacement. In Section 3.2 an expansion of this approach is proposed for the case of two connection points, which is sufficient for modeling chain-like substructures.
Two connection points
In this section modeling of a substructure connected with two different structures through two connection points, one for each structure, is explained. As shown in Fig. 4 , this time the flexible body (substructure) A is linked to the parent structure P at the point P and to a child substructure Q at the point Q. It is assumed that the only external loads applied to A are the interactions with P at point P and with Q at point Q.
As seen in Section 3.1, the main problem is how to consider the coupling between P , A and Q . Again, the overlapping between substructures is expressed as an acceleration-load transfer through the common boundaries. A generalization of the double-port approach, proposed by Alazard [33] and Perez [34] , is presented in this study for the general CMS transformation. In this case, both points, P and Q, suffer an acceleration-load transfer, in such a way that the acceleration is transferred to the next substructure in the chain (Q in this case) and the load is transmitted to the previous substructure in the chain ( the parent P structure). Therefore the objective is to build a double-port model of the substructure A such that:
As there are only two connection points, the assignment of degrees of freedom is simple: rigid-body displacements to connection point P and the redundant constraint displacements to connection point Q. Thus the accelerations read: (20) where φ cr is described in Appendix A. Equation (20) implies that the rigid motion is supported by point P and the constrained motion of connection point Q is a result of the rigid body motion in P transported to point Q (φ crηr ) plus the constrained motion due to flexibility (η c ). In the same way, loads are received and transmitted by appendage A with the following directions:
Using the relations given in Eqn. (20) and (21) in combination with Eqn. (12), a state-space representation can be obtained for the substructure A:
where A, B, C, D and D δ are the short hand notation of the following state-space matrices: Fig. 4 : Substruture A linked to structure P and substructure Q in chain-like assemblÿ 
Equation (22) with Eqn. (23), (24), (25), (26) and (27) (that is, r = 6, c = 6). The physical interpretation of Eqn. (22) is similar to the one connection point case. In this case rigid-body displacements of the appendage A are transmitted by its connection point P through the whole of the appendage, and this excites the fixedboundary natural modes (the modes obtained when clamping the appendage at point P and Q) through the modal participation matrices, M rn and M rc , and thus the constraint point Q. These natural modes produce a load transmitted to substructure P modifying the load that appendage A will induce to P , which depends on the load received at point Q, F Q /A,P , the acceleration received at point P, ü P and the natural modes. It can be observed that the rigid-body matrix of substructure A, M rr , influences the transfer as well.
Another advantage of this kind of approach is its versatility. By setting inputs to 0, G A P,Q (s) represents the clamped (at P)-free (at Q) model of A. In the same way, G A P,Q (s) −1 represents the free (at P) -clamped (at Q) model of A. Both "channels" can be inversed and thus the models
Appendage A in connection with P through a revolute joint along e a can be used to take into account boundary conditions at P or Q. Indexes u and l are used to describe the "upper" chanel and "lower" channel respectively. It should be noted that removing connection point Q the same model as for the one connection point case is found.
Revolute joint
The double-port approach allows taking into account constraints at the level of the connection points by simply restricting or releasing degrees of freedom. This study shows that a revolute joint at the connection point P between the bodies A and P , as depicted in Fig. 6 , can be modeled as well for the two connection points.
Augmenting the double port model 
with the selection matrix:
where
is the double port model augmented with a 13th input:α, the angular acceleration inside the revolute joint and a 13th output: t r j,P the torque applied by an actuator located inside the revolute joint. This augmentation allows to release the desired degrees of freedom (setting t r j,P = 0) or to take into account the model K(s) of a local mechanism inside an actuated revolute joint as it can be seen in Fig. 7 
The effect of K(s) on the boundary condition at point P is strictly taken into account.
Modeling Flexible Multibody Systems
The state-space realizations found for FE models transformed with CMS decomposition and double-port approach serve as elemental bricks for building FMS with small deflections. Indeed, one-connection-point TITOP model can be used to For instance, the FMS shown in Fig. 8 can be modeled as different TITOP models interacting among them as depicted in Fig. 9 . The flexible multibody spacecraft is composed of a rigid main body or hub in which other appendages are attached such as an antenna, masts and solar panels. For control purposes, it is useful to choose as inputs the loads applied to the hub, F G and as outputs the induced accelerations at the hub,ü G . These accelerations are transported to the connection point P i (P 1 for the antenna connection point, P 2 for one of the masts) through the kinematic model τ P i G [31] , where they are transmitted to the TITOP models of the flexible appendages. Eventually, rotation matrices can be included in the diagram in order to change from the hub's frame to the appendage's frame. These models transmit what can be called "disturbance" loads at the level of the hub, thus taken into account their flexibility. A more illustrative example of FMS modeling is explained in Section 4.
Therefore, the TITOP model allows synthetic, simple and intuitive modeling schemes for control purposes. Given its simplicity and the easy access to some measurements and inputs such as external forces, accelerations in different parts of the FMS, this kind of modeling approach has been used by authors such as Alazard [39] and [40] for integrated control/structure design.
Parametrization
This section underlines another utility of the TITOP model. It can be used for methods of integrated structure/control design since variations of several parameters can be taken into account. For a structure with varying configuration or varying mass and stiffness properties, like some space structures, the TITOP modeling technique may be specially efficient since it is able to reflect those changes. That is the case for studies such in Alazard [39] and [40] .
Physical parameters are accessible in the TITOP model through the rigid-body matrix, denoted as M rr or J A P in Eqn. (17) . In fact, total system mass or geometric parameters can be parametrized by accessing to this matrix. Natural modes can be parametrized by accessing to matrix K nn or I n ω n in the one connection point case. Matrix φ cr reflects geometrical properties of the appendage since it transports the kinematics from point P to Q, and its modifications can also be taken into account within the model, affecting its dynamics. Consequently, parameters variation inside the state-space representations in Eqn. (14) and (22) contains the effects in the susbtructure dynamics of these variations, as depicted in Fig. 10 . Such a formalism of parametric variation is commonly used for sensitivity analysis [41] . For elementary substructures like mast or boom, the analytical TITOP model proposed in Murali [42] , recalled in Section 3.5.1, can be used to obtain a fully parametrized model with length, cross-section inertia, young modulus, etc.
Superelements
When a substructure linking two other substructures has a beam-like shape, a technique called "superlement" modeling can be used. This technique provides a full parametric representation for the length, section surface, section inertia and material properties of the beam-like structure. Main aspects of this method are recalled thereafter. The interested reader can refer to [42] for a complete description.
The superelement technique uses a FE approach that exploits the uniformity of the beam, using a polynomial function of higher order than the typical finite element for beams. Conventional elements have 3rd order while superelement is 5th order, leading to more accurate mode shapes for a single superlement than for two conventional elements sequence. With this polynomial approximation, the mass and stiffness matrices of the beam superelement in planar deflection read: 
being the time-dependent kinematic vector of the superelement (see Fig. 11 ):
which is the same one as a standard beam element but adding the curvature of the deflected geometry, T b (t)/(EI z ), and the relative motion between the two beam tips.
It should be noted that vertical displacement, rotation, force and torque at points P and Q, respectively y P /y Q , θ P /θ Q , f P / f Q and t P /t Q are the following projections in the deflection plane π( x a , y a ):
Murali [42] uses Eqn. (33) and the expressions in Eqn. (36) and (34) to arrange the following state-space representation of the double-port model T y R z (s) of the beam restricted to bending in the plane π( x a , y a ): (3:6) u (3:6) q 
with: 
The complete form of Eqn. 41 can be found in Appendix B, Eqn.(61).Since the beam can be bended in the planes π( x a , y a ) and λ( x a , y a ), the model can be expanded to a full degree of freedom representation, taken into account bending on both planes, T y R z (s) and T z R y (s), torsion T x (s), and translation in x a , R x (s). This leads to the double-port model superelement S A P,Q (s) of the 6 d.o.fs beam is (in projection in the frame R a = (P, x a , y a , z a )):
where:
with T being a permutation matrix of the inputs/outputs computed in Eqn. (64) described in Appendix B.
As it can be appreciated, the parametrization is more thoroughful since length, section area, cross inertia or density appear at all the levels of the system, having a more accurate influence on the dynamics.
TITOP Modeling of a Rotating Flexible Spacecraft
To demonstrate the validity of the TITOP modeling method for FMS, a maneuvering flexible spacecraft is considered and results are compared with a widely-used approach, the Assumed Modes Method (AMM). A rotating flexible spacecraft is often modeled as a coupled rigid hub and flexible beam-like structures with tip masses at their ends. Rotating thin flexible beams with tip masses are a well-known modeling problem, studied by authors such as Choura [43] and Zhu [44] , but always developing the equations of the hub-beam system using the AMM and Lagrangian principle. This section provides a generic approach for modeling such a system and which can be expanded for every kind of FMS. Results will be compared with other models based on AMM such as the one developed in Junkins [45] and Turner [46] .
System Description
The system is composed of a rigid main hub with four identical cantilevered flexible appendages and tip masses as shown in Fig. 12 . The configuration parameters are provided in Table 1 . Under normal operation, the spacecraft undergoes planar rotational maneuvers about the inertially fixed axis z. The spacecraft body frame is attached to the mass center of the rigid hub, and it is denoted by a right-handed triad x, y and z. The rotation about the axis z is denoted by the angle θ and the translational deformation of each tip by w i tip , with superscript i denoting the beam number. The system is actuated by three different torques. The main torque, t hub is provided by the main hub about the axis z. Two additional input torques, t tip,1 and t tip,2 , are applied at the tip masses 1-3 and 2-4 respectively. These torques can be applied purposely for control reasons or can be the result of environment disturbances.
The purpose is to model this particular FMS using the TITOP method (superelement method applies as well since there are beam-like structures) and compared it with the AMM approach. Nodes for beam FE model nod 11
Number of AM asm 13
System Modeling
The modeling problem of a single axis rotating flexible spacecraft is addressed extensively using two modeling schemes: TITOP method and AMM method.
TITOP Approach
The TITOP approach needs two sets of data. The first one corresponds to structural data: rigid body matrices of the hub and tip masses, and a FE model for the beams. The second one corresponds to connection matrices: for each appendage, the kinetic transportation matrix τ GP and the rotation frame matrix R must be provided.
The rigid body matrices are straightforward for the planar case:
The kinematic models [31] between points G and P i , being i the appendage number i, are in the planar case:
and the rotation matrices can be written as follows:
where β i is the angle of the ith appendage i with x. Beam's FE model is obtained with clasical FE discretization, and mass and stiffness matrices are transformed as explained in Section 3.2 to get the double-port TITOP model of the beam. As the tip mass is considered as rigid, there is no need of applying CMS to this substructure, Eqn. (44) is used for such a purpose.
The assembly for each appendage is the one shown in Fig. 13 . Accelerations at the hub are transmitted to the attachment point P i through the kinematic model τ P i G , and then changed to the appendage frame through R T i . The acceleration of the hub, together with the load exerted by the tip mass at the opposite end, are the inputs of the beam TITOP model, which delivers the acceleration transmitted to the tip mass and the load transmitted to the hub, which has to be transported to the hub and change its frame.
Being the TITOP approach a generic approximation, all the planar degrees of freedom are taken into account. Thus, it should be noted that the kinematic vector transmitted through the appendages is a vector containing the following accelerations:ü
and the loads vector:
The same process is performed to the four appendages, obtaining the final assembly shown in Fig. 14 . It can be observed that the resulting system has the applied torques as inputs when the following inputs are assigned the following values: ( f ext = f x G = f y G = 0, t ext = t hub ), and the hub accelerations as outputs (θ G =θ). Tip acceleration can be observed through the signal transmitted from the beam to the tip.
AMM Approach
For the comparison objective the classical assumed modes (AM) solution is utilized. Although AMM can be applied in many different ways, the most general case is deriving the hub-beam-tip equations.
The AMM assumes a decoupled spatial and time deformation approximated by the series: where φ i (x) denotes the assumed mode shape, u i (t) denotes the i-th generalized coordinate, asm denotes the number of terms retained in the approximation and x the distance from the considered point in the beam to the attachment point.
Then, the kinetic and potential energy of the spacecraft, containing space and time partial derivatives of w(x,t), are derived using the approximation in Eqn. (49) and performing the integration with respecto to x, writting the kinetic energy and potential energy in the quadratic forms:
where M i j denotes the (i, j)-th element of the symmetric mass matrix M (respectively for the stiffness matrix K ). The equations of motion follow on introducing T and V into Lagrange's equations:
where Q r denotes the generalized non-conservative forces, the applied torques. The following equations of motion are obtained: 
which written in matrix compact form gives:
The analytical formulation of mass and stiffness submatrices in Eqn. (54) for the rotatory spacecraft can be found in Junkins [45] , which have been developed with the following admissible functions satisfying the boundary conditions for clamped-free appendages:
Equation (54) provides thus the desired equations of motion in which the time-varying amplitudes are generalized coordinates. Given the instantaneous vector {u(t)}, the instantaneous deformation of the structure is approximated by the assumed modes expansion.
Compared Numerical Results
A comparison between the TITOP modeling and the numerical assumed modes method, assuming 13 modes, is presented in this Section. In Fig. 15 (frequency response) one of the main interest of control modeling is presented: the effects of flexible appendages on the main hub motion,θ hub . It can be seen that the results obtained by both methods are in complete agreement with each other both for frequency response and step response. The superelement modeling technique has been compared as well, giving excellent results. Hereinafter superelement is not compared since it provides exactly the same results as the TITOP model. Figure 16 shows that the dynamical response of the tip masses for both methods is in perfect agreement. The TITOP model frequency response in Fig. 16 fits perfectly the lowest frequency resonances and then shifts with respect to the AMM from the first antiresonance. It should be noted that the measured tip acceleration is composed of the hub acceleration and the tip displacement around the neutral position.
In Fig. 17 the frequency response of the hub acceleration rate due to tip torque input, t tip,1 , is compared for both methods. Curves are perfectly in agreement as well, with a slight shift with frequency increase, mainly due to the choice of mode shape functions. Table  2 . The computed frequencies converge accurately for the superelement and 5-nodes TITOP solution, whereas the AMM solutions are not accurate for modes 4-6. The Relative Mean Square (RMS) error of these values is shown in Fig. 18 , showing that for the same number of degrees of freedom the TITOP modeling technique is slightly more accurate. Therefore, TITOP modeling is able to provide accurate models with less degrees of freedom and achieving more accurate results than the AMM.
System Parametrization
The TITOP modeling technique allows taking into account the variations of certain structural parameters inside the model, since they can be easily found inside the state-space representation of the substructures. In this Section parametric variations are performed to the rotatory spacecraft, including variations on beams' lengths and tip masses.
Being the appendage a beam, its length variations are introduced through the superelement technique (Section 3.5.1), which is more accurate. Tip mass variations are introduced through the rigid-body matrix of the tip mass, Eqn. (44) . After assembly, the system appears like a model as the one shown in Fig. 10 , with variations in tip mass and beam's length included in the ∆-block.
Using this approach, interesting features can be discovered which can help for future integrated control/structure spacecraft. As it can be seen in Fig. 19 , the first natural frequency of the system decreases either increasing length or increasing tip mass in all appendages in the same manner. This is because an increment in beam's length decreases beam's stiffness, reducing the needed effort to bend the beam, and thus the frequency needed to excite this mode is lower. In the same way, when incrementing the mass at the tip the inertia at the tip is higher, increasing oscillations amplitude at the tip for equal effort, and thus lowing the frequency needed to excite the first mode. Nevertheless, the most interesting remark can be done when only one appendage varies its beam's length and tip mass. As it can be appreciated in Fig. 20 , the first frequency mode is much lower than the one where all appendages varied their length and tip mass simultaneously. This happens even when tip mass or beam's length are reduced, which theoretically should raise the first mode frequency. The first mode frequency of the whole system lowers because there is an asymmetric distribution of the appendages. Since one appendage has varied its dimensions, no matter in what direction, efforts are no longer compensated by the opposite appendage, and then it is easier to destabilize the spacecraft.
As it has been demonstrated, parametrization can be easily taken into account with the TITOP method. AMM approach made by Junkins [45] for this problem considers several simplifications for the model, such as symmetric displacements between appendages. If such kind of variations were done within AMM approach, the equations, integrals and other assumptions would have been changed, reinitialising the modeling process. On the contrary, the TITOP model does not need re-formulating the problem since parameters are easily found inside the state-space structures, simplifying the modeling process.
Conclusions
In this study, a new flexible multibody system linear modeling approach more appropriate for control purposes is proposed, the TITOP model. The method is based on many aspects of component-mode synthesis, which has been a widely accepted tool for the analysis of complex structures. Connections among elastic substructures are established using the double-port approach, which uses exchanges of accelerations-loads at the connection points to express the overlapping Chain-like and/or star-structures can be handled by this technique using an intuitive assembly process which eases the access to certain measurements needed for control purposes, such as accelerations or applied loads at the connection points. In addition, several parametric variations, such as changes in mass or geometry, can be taken into account for effective integrated control/structure design.
The modeling and design variations of a rotatory flexible spacecraft demonstrate the feasibility, accuracy and effectiveness of the approach compared with other accepted methods. Dynamic responses, both in the frequency domain and time domain, are in complete agreement with the largely accepted Assumed Modes Method. Continued research in extending the proposed method will be in the directions of examining alternative structure/control configurations, performing integrated structure/control design with structured H ∞ techniques and developing control approaches for complex space structures.
Nomenclature
Generalized displacements in equations and figures are expressed as follows: u column matrix of generalized displacements. u column matrix of generalized velocities. ü column matrix of generalized accelerations. The vector u of generalized displacements is often decomposed as follows (identically for generalized velocities and generalized accelerations): q generalized translations. θ generalized rotations. Generalized coordinates can be projected in the following directions: x unit vector along x axis. y unit vector along y axis. z unit vector along z axis.
The equations of motion and figures may include one of the following notations: [K] square matrix of system generalized stiffness.
[D] square matrix of system generalized damping coefficients.
[M] square matrix of system generalized masses. F column matrix of generalized loads. φ R matrix of rigid-body modes. φ C matrix of constraint modes. φ N matrix of natural modes. F c vector of externally applied forces at the constraint degrees of freedom.
F c vector of loads acting on a substructure as a result of its connection to adjacent substructure at the constraint degrees of freedom. F r vector of externally applied forces at the rigid-body degrees of freedom. F r vector of loads acting on a substructure rigid body degrees of freedom as a result of its connection to adjacent substructure. {η} column matrix of normalized displacements. N r or subscript r dimension of rigid body modes. N c or subscript c dimension of redundant constraint modes. N n or subscript n dimension of fixed-constraint modes. N dimension of total degrees of freedom.
The TITOP model uses the following notations:
F A/P ,P vector of loads exerted by a substructure A to a substructure P at point P. f A/P ,P force exerted by a substructure A to a substructure P at point P. t A/P ,P torque exerted by a substructure A to a substructure P at point P.
G A P (s) one-connection-point TITOP model of substructure A at point P.
G A P,Q (s) two-connection-point TITOP model of substructure A at points P and Q.
J A P rigid body matrix or direct dynamic model of substructure A at point P.
L P modal participation matrix of natural modes at point P. H A P,Q (s) two-connection-point TITOP model of substructure A at points P and Q with a revolute joint at point P.
τ PG kinematic model between points P and G.
In Section 3.5.1 the superelement technique is described, using the following notation: ρ beam volumetric density.
s beam section surface. l beam length. E beam Young's modulus. I z beam cross section inertia. y P (t) beam displacement at point P in the deflection plane. θ P (t) beam rotation at point P in the deflection plane. S A P,Q (s) superelement model of a beam-like structure between points P and Q.
Appendix A: Component Modes Obtention
In component-mode synthesis, the substructure's physical displacements can be expressed in terms of substructure generalized coordinates η by the Rayleigh-Ritz coordinate transformation:
where the component-mode matrix φ is a matrix of preselected component modes including: fixed-constraint modes, constraint modes and rigid-body modes. Then the matrix φ is obtained as follows: a) Using a set of N n substructure fixed-constraint normal modes, φ N , obtained from the solution of the eigenproblem: 
The set of N n fixed -interface normal modes can be reduced to a smaller set of kept normal modes, denoted as φ k . The combined set φ R φ C spans the static response of the substructure to interface loading and allows for arbitrary interface displacements u b . These interface displacements can be accompanied by the displacements of the interior of the substructure as shown in Fig. 1. 
Appendix B: Short hand notations for Superelement Modeling
In Section 3.5.1 the following matrices are used:
Ty,Rz = Φ M 
